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PORTABLE TOILETS 

Polyjohn Fleet - Fresh Water Flush Portable toilet
The PolyJohn Fleet Series sets the standard for high quality portable restrooms.  
As a self-contained chemical toilet this unit can be located virtually anywhere. 
Sleek exterior and interior styling make this unit the perfect choice for any environment 
where appearance and style is a factor. The Fleet series toilets also boast more room than 
similar units on the market, approximately 24% more room.
  

Polyjohn Fleet seWer ConneCt Portable toilet
The Polyjohn Fleet Series sewer connect toilet provides a mains connected toilet in a 
portable format.   Providing the facilities similar to that found in any permenant setup 
often pleases many customers.   The Fleet Sewer connect features a vitreous china toilet 
suite and hand basin internally.  This unit requires connection to mains pressure water 
and a sewer point to operate.

Polyjohn Pnj3 Fresh Water Flush Portable toilet
The traditional workhorse of the portable toilet industry which has greater capacity than 
its predecessor, easy to clean and an overall increase in strength and durability.
The door opening has been increased in height and a heat treated aluminium doorjamb 
for strength and rigidity. The toilet flushing system is operated via a foot pump recessed 
into the tank.

Polyjohn aDa - DisableD aCCessible Portable toilet
The Polyjohn ADA (Disabled accessible) portable toilet is architecturally certified as 
complying with ADA requirements. A Hexagonal floor at ground level with no step allows 
for easy wheel chair access in and out of the unit. Support Bars are included inside 
the toilet for both visually and physically impaired persons. The space inside provides 
sufficient room for a wheel chair to turn 360 degrees. There is also the ability to install a 
baby change facility if required.

Polyjohn ComFort inn - DisableD aCCessible toilet
Designed for easy access with its 1/2” thick floor which is at ground level made 
from a strong durable Rroto-moulded foundation. The space inside provides sufficient 
room for a wheel chair. The unit provides easy access for patrons with an oversized door 
opening and spacious interior. Three grab bars are mounted on the inside walls to ease 
mobility for the user. This unit comes with a self-contained hand washing station which is 
either hand or foot pump operated. 
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POLYJOHN PORTABLE SHOWERS 

Polyjohn Fleet Portable shoWer
The Polyjohn Fleet shower cabin (shell only) offers you a spacious portable shower 
with a grated floor for excellent drainage which is connected to a 2” drain port 
on the rear of the unit. Internally the unit features a chrome curtain rod and curtain, 
coat hooks and mirror to the rear of the door. Pre-fitted with a hand-shower rose, cold and 
hot water taps the unit is ready for connection to an external hot water unit (optional).  
We can provide electric storage, electric instant or gas instant hot water units complete 
to accompany the unit for a complete setup if required.”

POLYJOHN HANDWASHING STATIONS

Polyjohn aPPlause - hanDWashing station
This unique hands-free twin sink design converts easily to a four-sink island by placing two 
units back to back. Large sink bowls, rubbish bag holders and a service tower with two 
paper towel dispensers and a single soap dispenser enhance this user friendly design. 
The entire top of the unit is hinged and opens to gain access to the  Flexible inner grey-
water tank bag and fresh water storage area for re-filling.   

Polyjohn bravo - hanDWashing station
The Polyjohn Bravo hand washing station has two large sink basins for washing hands 
and arms up to the elbow. This unit will fit inside most portable toilets for easy transport.

Polyjohn Four Person hanD Washing station
The Polyjohn Four person hand washing station is a compact multi user sink system with 
hands free foot pump operation. This unit is compact and easy to handle and can be 
fitted into small areas.

Polyjohn sani-stanD
The  Sani-Stand is a free-standing hand sanitizing unit with four dispensers on it. The 
Sani-Stand provides enough foam to sanitize the hands of over 5,300 individuals. Foam 
spreads to cover hands and kill germs effectively with a 99% success rate, with E-coli 
and salmonella being eradicated. This unit is great for agriculture, construction sites, food 
places, festivals and schools.

Polyjohn sink on Wheels
The Polyjohn Sink on Wheels is an easily transportable sink with built in handles and 
lightweight rubber tread wheels. Fitted with a soap and towel dispenser along with an 
easy to operate foot pump it dispenses up to 1024 single splashes of fresh water. 
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